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KUWAIT: Pens fixed near the livestock market in Al-Rai, where sheep will be
kept ahead of Eid Al-Adha. —Photo by Ben Garcia

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: An Egyptian man in his thirties was killed
after an Asian man stabbed him in the heart during a
fight in Bneid Al-Gar. Paramedics pronounced the man
dead on the scene after reporting there with police in
response to an emergency call. The body was sent to
the coroner. The murder weapon was recovered, and an
eyewitness said that the suspected murderer was an
Asian man. Detectives were able to identify the suspect
in less than 24 hours, and  investigations revealed that
he along with his wife committed the murder, and both
were arrested at the airport. Both confessed and gave
full details about the crime and were sent to concerned

authorities to be questioned about their motives and
face criminal charges. A third person is being sought for
involvement in the case.

Theft
A man told Sabahiya police that his neighbor’s son

broke the side window of his car and removed a bag that
was on the passenger’s seat. A driver who works for third
neighbor told him who the culprit was. Police arrested the
suspect and he confessed to the crime, claiming he thought
some valuables were in the bag. He faces a legal action.

Under the influence
A collision between two vehicles in Mahboula led to

the discovery of a liquor bottle with one of them. The
man also had illicit pills and a knife, so he was sent to
concerned authorities. Police who responded to a call
about the accident found one of those involved was in
an abnormal condition and incoherent, so he was
arrested and the illicit material was found with him.
Meanwhile, Ahmadi police arrested a citizen for being
in an abnormal condition and having shabu. He was sent
to the Drugs Control General Department. The man was
arrested in Fahaheel.

Fight
Two female citizens exchanged accusations of

insults and misuse of phones, so both were charged

with exchanging insults and threats. The neighbors
exchanged insulting messages along with threats, then
had a fight in front of the apartment of one of them in
Jahra, then both went to the police station. Both were
sent for questioning.

Domestic violence
A Filipina beautician accused her Egyptian husband of

beating her and lodged a complaint against him. She said
her husband waited under the building where she works,
then asked her to come down to speak about a problem
they had, but when she told him she was busy, he became
angry. When she came down, he beat her badly. Police sum-
moned him for questioning and he may face legal action.

Couple arrested after man
killed in Bneid Al-Gar fight

Accident exposes contrabands in driver’s car

By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: A week before Eid Al-Adha,
the livestock market in Al-Rai is almost
empty. Yesterday morning, Kuwait Times
saw some workers fixing pens to hold
the sheep in time for the feast of sacri-
fice. “The live sheep will be transferred
here starting tomorrow. You can’t see
any here because they are still in the
holding areas - besides it’s too hot here,”
one of the workers said.

Eid Al-Adha is one of the holiest cele-
brations in the Islamic calendar, when
sheep are traditionally slaughtered and

the meat is distributed to friends and
family and the needy. According to
workers in the area, sheep from various
countries are already in Kuwait, and are
currently at various farms and holding
areas. The workers assured there are
enough animals for the feast and beyond.
“We do not display them here because it
is too hot. We will set up some shade for
the sheep so they are not exposed to the
sun,” said Khamel, a worker.  

Prices of the sheep vary. “Prices
range from KD 60 to KD 120. It depends
on the size of the sheep and its origin.
Australian sheep is cheaper because we
have lots of stocks, but local sheep is
expensive,” Khamel noted.

Kuwait Times also checked the price
of lamb at Souq Mubarakiya and some
supermarkets around Kuwait. In Souq
Mubarakiya, price of lamb per kilo-
gram is ranging from KD2.5 and KD3.5
for the Australian Lamb. Prices are
similar in supermarkets, which also sell
frozen lamb from Austral ia , New
Zealand, Pakistan, India and Iran at
varying prices.

Enough sheep
for Eid, say
livestock
market workers

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: Informed sources at the Public
Authority for Manpower (PAM) said that the
employment sector is reviewing administra-
tive decisions and circulars regarding organi-
zation of the marketplace in a way that helps
the authorities enhance procedures and limit

marginal labor. Sources said the revisions
process will include amendment of some
decisions so that the authority’s goals can be
achieved, headed by replacing expatriate
labor with Kuwaitis in the private and oil sec-
tors and moving forward with small and
medium projects.

Sources said work is being done to imple-
ment the authority’s plan to improve labor
department buildings in some governorates,
adding that a contract to build a new labor
department in Hawally has been signed, while
refurbishing of the Ahmadi building will be
completed by the start of next year.
Meanwhile, acting Director General of PAM
Abdullah Al-Mutoutah said inspectors from
the central inspection department will contin-
ue inspecting companies during the Eid Al-
Adha break.

18.9 percent
The latest statistics issued by several govern-

ment departments show that there are 444,278
Kuwaitis working in the public and private sec-
tors, while expatriates number 2,343,548, occu-
pying 27 professions in both sectors. Citizens
make up 18.9 percent of the total workforce in
the country with a major presence in the public
sector with a total of 268,085 workers distrib-
uted over 20 various professions - both admin-
istrative and service oriented, while there are
83,870 expats in various government depart-
ments. Kuwaitis make up the largest percentage
of workers in the government, particularly in the
engineering sector, as their total number is
40,533, while only 2,000 expats work there. The
number of expats in the medical sector rose to
more than 34,000 employees, with 23,000 non-
Arabs and 10,589 Arabs.

Authority increases
efforts to limit
marginal labor,
Kuwaitize jobs

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Kuwait Engineering Society pre-
sented an initiative to develop Arabian Gulf
Road to become a tourist attraction. The
plan is being prepared in cooperation with
the civil engineering department at Kuwait
University, Kuwait Engineering Society’s
Chairman Faisal Al-Atel said.

Atel made his statement fol lowing a
meeting between the society’s Secretary
Fahd Al-Otaibi, Assistant Secretary Humoud
Al-Hadiya and Board Member Ali Mohseni
met Chairman of the Public Authority for
Roads and Transportation Mohammad Al-
Hussan; who gave a demonstration about
the authority’s projects and what Kuwaiti
engineers are doing. “We agreed with the
chairman for joint cooperation to qualify
Kuwaiti engineers to work in the private
sector as well as cooperation in accrediting
non-Kuwaiti engineers who work in con-
tracting companies to carry out road proj-
ects,” he said.

Meanwhile, Atel lauded efforts of the
Public Authority for Roads and
Transportation and praised Kuwaiti engi-

neers’ work to complete the authority’s proj-
ects, particularly the Jaber Causeway, whose
final concrete block was successfully put in
place recently, adding that bridge will place
Kuwait on the map of countries that have the
longest bridges over water in the world. 

In other news, former deputy chairman of
the Municipal Council Meshaal Al-Juwaisri
said citizens are expressing their frustration
on social media due to problems related to
roads, most notably potholes, speed bumps
and the fading road signs. He said citizens
suffered material losses, such as of cars, and
that the interior and public works ministries
are responsible. He added that some people
are complaining of body pain due to the
potholes and the new detours including
children and the elderly.

Society present
initiative to
develop Gulf Road

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Ports Authority
yesterday halted maritime navigation at
Shuaiba, Shuwaikh, and Doha ports
owing to dusty weather conditions in the
country. Maritime operations at the
three ports have stopped since 11:00 am
based on field statements from naval

operation, said the authority in a press
statement. According to the meteorolog-
ical department, the country was affect-
ed by active northwesterly winds with
speeds exceeding 60 km/h, causing visi-
bility to drop under 1,000 m in some
areas. — KUNA

Bad weather halts
maritime navigation

KUWAIT: Kuwait Airways said yesterday that offi-
cial operation of its Terminal 4 (T4) would start
tomorrow and would be specially designated for
flights departing to and arriving from Dubai, the
United Arab Emirates (UAE). Kuwait Airways will
start using T4, to be only used by the national carri-
er, for its Dubai trips as of tomorrow, the airlines said
in a statement and urged passengers or people
receiving them to head to the new terminal.
Operation will increase gradually, said Kuwait
Airways. Kuwait Airways is the Arabian Gulf’s oldest
airlines. It was established in 1953 and Kuwait
Government became full owner in 1962. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Terminal 4 (T4) at Kuwait
International Airport. — KUNA

Terminal 4
operations
start tomorrow 

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister, Interior Minister and Acting Defense Minister Lt Gen Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah awarded a number
of new Kuwait Army personnel with their new ranks during a ceremony held yesterday at the army officerís club.

KUWAIT: Vehicles drive through a dust storm that hit Kuwait yesterday. 
— Photos by Fouad Al-Shaikh


